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Abstract: The rate of biological aging varies cyclically and episodically in response to changing
environmental conditions and the developmentally-controlled biological systems that sense and
respond to those changes. Mitochondria and metabolism are fundamental regulators, and the cell is
the fundamental unit of aging. However, aging occurs at all anatomical levels. At levels above the cell,
aging in different tissues is qualitatively, quantitatively, and chronologically distinct. For example,
the heart can age faster and differently than the kidney and vice versa. Two multicellular features of
aging that are universal are: (1) a decrease in physiologic reserve capacity, and (2) a decline in the
functional communication between cells and organ systems, leading to death. Decreases in reserve
capacity and communication impose kinetic limits on the rate of healing after new injuries, resulting
in dyssynchronous and incomplete healing. Exercise mitigates against these losses, but recovery times
continue to increase with age. Reinjury before complete healing results in the stacking of incomplete
cycles of healing. Developmentally delayed and arrested cells accumulate in the three stages of the cell
danger response (CDR1, 2, and 3) that make up the healing cycle. Cells stuck in the CDR create physical
and metabolic separation—buffer zones of reduced communication—between previously adjoining,
synergistic, and metabolically interdependent cells. Mis-repairs and senescent cells accumulate,
and repeated iterations of incomplete cycles of healing lead to progressively dysfunctional cellular
mosaics in aging tissues. Metabolic cross-talk between mitochondria and the nucleus, and between
neighboring and distant cells via signaling molecules called metabokines regulates the completeness
of healing. Purinergic signaling and sphingolipids play key roles in this process. When viewed
against the backdrop of the molecular features of the healing cycle, the incomplete healing model
provides a new framework for understanding the hallmarks of aging and generates a number of
testable hypotheses for new treatments.

Keywords: cell danger response; healing cycle; mitochondria; purinergic signaling; metabokines;
sphingolipids; integrated cell stress response; de-emergence; crabtree effect; pasteur effect

1. Introduction

Some of the oldest [1], and the most recent [2,3] scientific publications on the biology of aging have
focused on nutrition and metabolism as prime drivers. Mitochondria are located at the hub of the wheel
of cellular metabolism. The mitochondrial proteome is transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally
regulated according to tissue-specific needs [4], consists of about 1300 proteins [5], responds to injury [6],
food quality [7], exercise [8], environmental pollution [9], and coordinates the cell danger response
(CDR) [10]. The CDR is a term that was coined in 2014 [10], but includes elements of inflammation and
healing that have been studied since before the time of Hippocrates (c. 460–370 BCE) [11]. The CDR is
an evolutionarily conserved, multi-system response of multicellular organisms that is used to manage
and heal from threat or injury. The CDR is a graded response that consists of nested layers that range
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from the molecular control of electron utilization and cellular oxygen consumption, through changes
in the microbiome, mast cells and immune system, to the autonomic nervous system, enteric nervous
system, and neuroendocrine circuits that are needed for whole-body integration of the response.
When analyzed at the molecular and single-cell level, a widely-studied component of the CDR is
known as the integrated cell stress response (ICSR) [12–14].

2. Defining Cellular Stress

In this paper, the word “stress” has a specific scientific meaning. Stress is any force,
condition, chemical, pathogen or other stimulus that acts to perturb cellular function, requiring
the expenditure of energy and resources to return the cell to its pre-stimulus or to a new steady
state. Remarkably, psychological stresses, particularly early life stresses (ELS), regulate some
of the same metabolic and gene expression networks used to defend the cell from microbial
pathogens, physical injury, poisoning, and adversity of many other types [15–17]. In the case of major
depressive disorder, innate immune/pro-inflammatory gene expression is increased, while adaptive
immune/anti-inflammatory/pro-resolving gene expression is decreased [18]. Greater stresses stimulate
proportionately more nucleotide and metabolite release through cell membrane channels [19], leading
to greater metabokine and purinergic signaling [20,21]. Learning and development emerge from both
conscious stresses and subconscious chemical stresses encountered throughout life. Stresses lead to
metabolic memories that help cells and tissues improve future responses to previously encountered
conditions [22]. Transient increases in the mitochondrial and cellular sources of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) such as superoxide and hydrogen peroxide, reactive nitrogen species (RNS) such as
nitric oxide (NO) and peroxynitrite (ONO2

−), reactive aldehydes (RAs), and dissolved oxygen itself,
help to regulate cellular redox. Redox, in turn, regulates the efflux of metabolites from the cell via
membrane channels and transporters that contain redox-responsive cysteine disulfide residues [23].
Pulses of dissolved oxygen occur with a carbohydrate-rich meal because of the transient inhibitory
effect of glucose on mitochondria produced by the Crabtree effect [24]. ROS, insulin, and IL1β are also
stimulated naturally by every meal and can vary in magnitude according to the nutrient content of the
meal [25]. As the dissolved oxygen concentration rises within the cell, glycolysis becomes inhibited by
the Pasteur effect, creating a natural brake on an unchecked inhibition of mitochondrial oxphos from
the meal-associated glucose and the Crabtree effect. However, glucose, oxygen, ROS, RNS, and RAs are
only a part of the multi-faceted metabolic signaling network that is used to control cellular reactivity,
epigenetic marking, and gene expression. Over 100 chemosensory G-protein coupled receptors respond
to metabokines and peptides released after stress and injury and regulate the healing cycle [11].

3. The Healing Cycle

The mitochondrial responses that initiate and maintain the CDR are used to control
cellular bioenergetics, oxygen utilization, redox signaling, and metabolism needed for healing [6]
and regeneration [26] after injury or threat. The stages of the CDR are illustrated in Figure 1.
Wakeful activity with nutrient intake, followed by restorative sleep are essential parts of health.
These activities stimulate an integrated mix of three metabolic states that are controlled locally by
metabolic signaling, and systemically by the central nervous system (CNS). Healthy whole-body
function requires the coordination and use of cell-specific (1) glycolysis, (2) aerobic glycolysis, and
(3) oxidative phosphorylation for energy and metabolism (Figure 1). Chemical activity associated
with nutrient intake, brain activity, and basal metabolism, and added physical activity from natural
child play or adult exercise lead to the graded release of extracellular ATP and related nucleotides,
and to glutamate release [27,28] through stress-gated P2X7-pannexin and other channels in the cell
membrane [19]. Once outside the cell, ATP and related nucleotides participate in purinergic signaling.
Receptor binding to ATP and ADP leads to IP3-gated intracellular calcium release [29] and contextual
changes in gene expression through autocrine and paracrine signaling pathways [30]. After extracellular
metabolism by CD73 and CD39, ATP is converted to ADP, AMP, and to adenosine that acts to inhibit
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excess chemical stimulation and plays a key role in initiating and maintaining sleep by binding to
P1/Adenosine /ADORA A2AR and A1R receptors [31]. This is illustrated as the restorative sleep cycle
in Figure 1.Biology 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 17 
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defense, damage containment, innate immunity, and repair at the expense of normal differentiated tissue 
function. Gap junctions between cells are decreased or lost as the tissue structure is disrupted by injury, and cell-
autonomous functions become primary and metabolic cooperation between neighboring cells is decreased or 
suspended. Platelets and neutrophils are recruited to sites of injury or infection. CDR2 uses aerobic glycolysis to 
support stem cell recruitment and cell division needed for biomass replacement of cells lost in CDR1. If cell loss 
is not replaced, then age-related atrophy and sarcopenia occur. If excessive DNA damage is sustained by a cell 
in CDR2, replicative senescence occurs [32]. If the blocks to senescence are broken, then cancer can occur. If 
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Figure 1. The metabolic features of the health and healing cycles. Abbreviations: CDR—cell danger
response, eATP—extracellular ATP, CP1-3—checkpoints 1, 2, and 3, DAMP—damage-associated
molecular pattern, DARM—damage-associated reactive metabolites, SIGLEC—sialic acid binding
immunoglobulin-type lectin, e.g., CD33-related SIGLECs (CD33r-SIGLECs), Sia-SAMP—sialoglycan
self-associated molecular pattern.

When the stress is of sufficient magnitude to cause cell death, more ATP is released and acts as
a pro-inflammatory damage-associated molecular pattern (DAMP). Increased extracellular ATP triggers
entry into the CDR1 stage of the healing cycle (Figure 1). Once the CDR is triggered, three different
metabolic stages must be activated in sequence to heal. Healing cannot occur without activation of
this metabolically-controlled cycle. CDR1 is characterized by the upregulation of anaerobic glycolysis
and a reallocation of cellular resources for defense, damage containment, innate immunity, and repair
at the expense of normal differentiated tissue function. Gap junctions between cells are decreased or
lost as the tissue structure is disrupted by injury, and cell-autonomous functions become primary and
metabolic cooperation between neighboring cells is decreased or suspended. Platelets and neutrophils
are recruited to sites of injury or infection. CDR2 uses aerobic glycolysis to support stem cell recruitment
and cell division needed for biomass replacement of cells lost in CDR1. If cell loss is not replaced,
then age-related atrophy and sarcopenia occur. If excessive DNA damage is sustained by a cell in
CDR2, replicative senescence occurs [32]. If the blocks to senescence are broken, then cancer can occur.
If oxygen levels are high and significant mechanical strain is present, tissue fibrosis or wound scarring
is stimulated (Figure 1). Fibrosis is one of several different types of mis-repairs that contribute to the
symptoms of aging [33–35] (Figures 1–3).

In CDR3, cell-autonomous, aerobic metabolism by mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is
gradually restored as new cells born in CDR2 take up residence in the recovering tissue and establish
new tissue-specific contacts and gap junctions needed to extinguish the gene expression programs used
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for defense and growth in CDR1 and CDR2, and to restore normal differentiated cell, tissue, and organ
function. If damage-associated molecular pattern (DAMP) and damage-associated reactive metabolite
(DARM) release persists [36] or if ROS production is extinguished prematurely [37], autoimmunity can
develop [38]. The adaptive immune response is regulated in CDR3. Persistent DAMP and DARM
release can stimulate excitotoxicity in cells still in the CDR1 and CDR2 stages within a dyssynchronous
mosaic of healing cells. With the completion of CDR3, the concentration of metabokines and DAMPS
in the extracellular space is actively reduced to levels compatible with restoration of cell specialization
and reintegration of cells back into a metabolically optimized cellular network. Re-integration and
re-specialization are necessary for cells that have recently exited the CDR in order to re-establish their
responsiveness to circadian patterns of wakeful activity and restorative sleep (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Repeated cycles of incomplete healing lead to aging and age-related disease. The spiral
represents sequential turns of the healing cycle throughout life. Colored cells in the boxes on the
right represent cells that have been delayed or arrested in a stage of the healing cycle. The decreased
size of some boxes represents the loss in tissue volume from cell loss and atrophy. In this example,
most arrested or delayed cells in the merge on the right after 60 and 90 years are in CDR2 (green).
This will create an increased risk of proliferative disorders such as diabetes, heart disease, and cancer.
Color code: CDR1 cells—red; CDR2 cells—green; CDR3 cells—yellow. Abbreviations: A—wakeful
activity and nutrient intake. M1—mitochondria adapted for cell defense, reactive oxygen, nitrogen,
and aldehyde production; M0—mitochondria adapted for cell growth and Warburg metabolism;
M2—mitochondria adapted for oxidative phosphorylation (oxphos).

The sequence and stages of the healing cycle are highly conserved and tightly choreographed.
Once pathological stress or cell death occurs, the same stages of the healing cycle are activated and
restore normal function after any recoverable injury (Figure 2). Inevitably, some cells fail to complete
the healing cycle and are left behind with each turn of the cycle. These arrested or delayed cells are
unable to return to a normal metabolism and the gene expression pattern that is needed for peak
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differentiated cell and organ function (Figure 2). As non-specialized cells and mis-repairs such as
fibrosis accumulate in incomplete stages of the healing cycle, the peak performance of tissues is
degraded over time, and the risk for age-related disease is increased.Biology 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 17 
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Figure 3. The hallmarks of aging as natural products of incomplete healing and the cell danger
response [3,39]. Black font: hallmarks that oppose aging. Red font: hallmarks that promote aging.
Abbreviations: CDR—cell danger response, ICSR—integrated cell stress response, DDR—DNA damage
response, BMR—basal metabolic rate, T◦—basal body temperature, HIF1α—hypoxia inducible factor 1α,
PARP—poly ADP ribose polymerase, NAD+—nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, ADPR—adenosine
diphosphate ribose, SAM—S-adenosyl methionine, AcCoA—acetyl CoA, α-KG—alpha ketoglutarate,
SAH—S-adenosyl homocysteine, PPi—pyrophosphate, NUDIX—nucleoside diphosphate X hydrolases,
e.g., NUDT5, ECM—extracellular matrix.

4. Three Functionally-Polarized Forms of Mitochondria Are Used by the CDR

For over 60 years, mitochondria have been thought of as “damaged” or “dysfunctional” if they shift
from energy production by oxidative phosphorylation to ROS production or shift from burning carbon
skeletons to CO2 and water to synthesizing new carbon skeletons for export as building blocks needed
for cell growth. Yet mitochondria shift regularly and necessarily between these states throughout
life. A simplified way of understanding the alternative differentiation states of mitochondria is to
see the organelles as the metabolic gate-keepers of the electrons harvested by breaking down the
carbon–carbon bonds in food. In this scheme, electrons can be used in mitochondria: (1) to fully reduce
oxygen (O2) to water (H2O) while capturing the released chemical energy to make ATP by oxidative
phosphorylation in the third stage of the cell danger response, CDR3 and in health, (2) to partially
reduce oxygen to superoxide radicals (O2

−) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) while relying on anaerobic
glycolysis for ATP synthesis in CDR1 and cell defense, or (3) to use the electrons to synthesize new
carbon–carbon bonds to produce and export building blocks such as citrate for cell membrane lipid
synthesis or orotic acid for pyrimidine synthesis, while still consuming oxygen to make water and
making ATP by aerobic glycolysis in CDR2 and cell growth (Figure 1).

A new nomenclature was introduced in 2017 to describe these three, functionally-polarized forms
of mitochondria of the CDR [11,29]. All three “species” of mitochondria co-exist in different proportions
in cells throughout development and aging in all multicellular organisms. The transition between
states is determined by the interaction between nutrition and metabolism, the developmental and
chronological age of the organism, the recent state of cell danger signaling and healing, and ambient
environmental conditions. The naming of the differentiation states of mitochondria was based on the
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recognition that the pro-inflammatory state of macrophages known as M1 macrophages corresponded
with the ROS producing capacity of their mitochondria and energy production by glycolysis [40].
The anti-inflammatory/pro-resolving M2 macrophages were found to contain mitochondria adapted
for oxidative phosphorylation (oxphos). M0 macrophages are not yet committed to a fully M1 or
M2 phenotype and contain mitochondria that are intermediate between M1 and M2. In the healing
cycle, three different mitochondrial differentiation states are used to meet the specialized needs of each
stage of the CDR. M1 mitochondria are used in CDR1. M0 mitochondria are used in CDR2, and M2
mitochondria are used in CDR3 (Figures 1 and 2, Table 1).

In vitro protocols have recently been developed that distinguish between M1, M0, and M2
macrophages experimentally based on mitochondrial phenotypes [41]. M1 mitochondria consume small
amounts of oxygen, have a low spare respiratory capacity (SRC, or physiologic reserve capacity), can use
fatty acids for ROS production and NLRP3 assembly [42], are not dependent on glutamine, and the
cells containing M1 mitochondria produce large amounts of lactic acid. In contrast, M2 mitochondria
consume more oxygen at baseline, can use both glucose oxidized to pyruvate and fatty acids for oxphos,
have a higher SRC, are dependent on glutamine for the fully differentiated phenotype, and the cells
produce small amounts of acid. M0, uncommitted or multipotential mitochondria have a low basal
oxygen consumption similar to M1, shunt some glucose down the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP)
for NADPH and building block production, have an SRC that is intermediate between M2 and M1
organelles, and produce small amounts of extracellular acid, similar to M2 [41] (Table 1).

Table 1. Phenotypic characteristics of animal cell mitochondria.

No. Trait
Mitochondrial Phenotype [40,41,43]

M0 M1 M2

1 Cellular energy metabolism Aerobic glycolysis Glycolysis Oxidative
phosphorylation

2 Mitochondrial DNA copy number Intermediate Low High

3 Predominant morphology Intermediate Punctate Filamentous

4 Cell replicative potential High (Warburg) Intermediate Low

5 Cell multilineage
regenerative potential High Low Low

6 Cell differentiation potential Low Intermediate High

7 Cell cancer potential High Intermediate Low

8 Inflammatory potential Intermediate High Low

9 Cell susceptibility to
killing by apoptosis Low Intermediate High

10 Inducible organellar quality control Intermediate Low High

11 Baseline oxygen consumption Low Low High

12
Stressed (uncoupled) oxygen
consumption above baseline
(spare respiratory capacity)

Intermediate Low High

13 ROS production Intermediate High Low

14 NLRP3 inflammasome assembly Low High Low

15 Lactate release from cells Intermediate High Low

16 Pentose phosphate pathway (PPP)
High—NADPH for

biosynthesis and
cell growth

Intermediate—
NADPH for NOX

Intermediate—
NADPH
for redox
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Table 1. Cont.

No. Trait
Mitochondrial Phenotype [40,41,43]

M0 M1 M2

17 Use of fatty acid oxidation (FAO) Fatty acid synthesis
for growth > FAO

For ROS and
NLRP3 activation For oxphos

18 Use of glucose Glycolysis and PPP Glycolysis and
lactate release

PPP and
pyruvate for

oxphos

19 Use of glutamine
High: citrate for
ATP citrate lyase
and Acetyl-CoA

Low High: oxphos via
alpha-ketoglutarate

20 Stage of greatest use in the healing
cycle and cell danger response CDR2 CDR1 CDR3

M0, M1, and M2 mitochondrial phenotypes also occur in solid tissues and can be recognized in
part by morphological criteria. Mitochondria can be described informally as being distributed along
a spaghetti (filamentous) and meatball (punctate) gradient. M2 mitochondria are filamentous and
interconnected, and predominate in post-mitotic or slowly regenerating tissues. M1 mitochondria
are punctate, and M0 mitochondria are intermediate in form, with both short filaments and punctate
organelles reminiscent of the coccobacillary forms of their proteobacterial ancestors [44]. Mitochondrial
fusion–fission dynamics naturally regulate the balance between fused and elongated mitochondria,
and fragmented/fissioned mitochondria according the growth and metabolic characteristics of the
cell [45]. M0, uncommitted, or stem-like mitochondria predominate in cells that survive after exposure
to chemotherapeutic agents or toxins [46]. M2 mitochondria under these conditions are depleted by
DRP1-dependent fission/fragmentation, and conversion to M1 organelles prior to cell removal by
apoptosis. Similar transitions in mitochondrial structure and function are readily demonstrated in
brain astroglia before and after treatment with pro-inflammatory triggers such as lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) and interferon gamma (IFN-γ) [43].

The total mitochondrial biomass is decreased naturally after triggering the cell danger response
(CDR) with toxins [46], physical injury [6], infection, or any trigger that activates the healing cycle [11].
Mitochondrial biomass can also be reduced experimentally by the dominant-negative expression
of the D1135A allele of the mitochondrial polymerase gamma (POLG1) to deplete mitochondrial
DNA copy numbers by about 50% [47]. This mouse model mimics the mitochondrial defects that
are a well-established hallmark of aging [48]. The phenotypes of aging found in this model included
increased NFkB and matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9) expression, increased inflammation, age spots,
wrinkled skin, and premature hair loss. These transcriptional and anatomical signs of aging were
reversed within 1 month of treatment in mice by unblocking mtDNA synthesis and restoring normal
mtDNA copy numbers [47].

5. The Importance of Nucleotides and Purinergic Signaling

Of an estimated 1300 mitochondrial protein coding genes, 1158 are catalogued in MitoCarta
v2.0 [5]. Only 13 mitochondrial proteins are encoded by mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). The remaining
1145 are encoded by nuclear genes that are subject to tissue-specific gene expression programs. At least
789 mitochondrial proteins (68% of 1158) are enzymes with catalytic functions that have been assigned
enzyme commission (EC) numbers, or encode subunits of multi-protein enzyme complexes such as
those in respiratory chain complexes I, II, III, IV, and V, or are transporters, or kinases that use ATP
(Table S1). At least 433 (55% of 789) of these proteins are regulated by the availability of purine and
pyrimidine nucleotides such as ATP, GTP, UTP, NAD(P)+, or FAD either as substrates, or as allosteric
regulators (Table S1). No other single class of molecules regulates more of the mitochondrial proteome
than the nucleotides. In addition, an unknown fraction of nuclear mitochondrial genes is regulated
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transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally by purinergic signaling via the 12 G-protein coupled
receptors (GPCRs; 4 P1R and 8 P2YR) and seven ionotropic receptors (P2XR) that are widely distributed
in all tissues [49]. Some purinergic receptors are also expressed in intracellular compartments such
as mitochondria, lysosomes, and the nucleus [50]. For example, P2X6 receptors are translocated to
the nucleus in an age-dependent manner, interact with mRNA splicing factor 3A1, decrease mRNA
processing, and contribute to aging [51].

6. The Importance of Nutrition in Healing and Aging

Different stages in child development, human aging, and athletic performance have different
specific nutrients and calories that produce the best outcomes at each stage [52–54]. Based on measured
differences in mitochondrial substrate preferences between M1, M0, and M2 organelles (Table 1),
it is hypothesized that each stage of the healing cycle—CDR 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1, and even certain
chronic illnesses stuck in one of the three stages of the CDR [11]—will also have different stage-specific
nutritional needs for optimal outcomes. Both chemical mass action from substrate supply and
metabolite signaling via metabokines [11] are likely to be important mechanistically. Some of the
broadest clues that connect nutrition with aging, mitochondria, and healing come from studies of caloric
restriction [3]. Natural aging results in a reduction in the rate of turnover of mitochondria (mitochondrial
biogenesis, or “mitochondriogenesis”), and a decrease in mitochondrial protein synthesis, standing
mitochondrial biomass, respiratory reserve capacity, and oxphos function [55] (Figure 3). Caloric
restriction, on the other hand, stimulates mitochondrial turnover through pathways associated with
AMPK-stimulated autophagy and mitophagy [56]. This leads to improved mitochondrial quality
control, oxphos function, and reserve capacity, but does not increase overall mitochondrial biomass
measured as mtDNA copy number [57]. Caloric restriction also leads to a decrease in circulating
thyroid hormone, decreased resting energy expenditure (REE), and a decrease in circulating anabolic
hormones such as IGFI, insulin, human growth hormone, and testosterone [58]. From an evolutionary
point of view, this hypometabolic response allows fewer calories to be consumed while opposing
weight loss during periods of seasonal hardship.

Caloric restriction is a classical trigger of a reversible, stress-resistant, non-reproductive stage in the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans called dauer. Dauer has been the source of discovery of many longevity
genes and has stimulated a productive discussion of the difference between lifespan and healthspan
extension [59]. Dauer permits animals to live for up to 4 months under harsh conditions instead of
their normal lifespan of 2 weeks. However, longevity in dauer comes at the cost of much reduced
function and many changes associated with altered sensory anatomy [60], repetitive behaviors [61]
and metabolism [62]. When calories are restored to animals in dauer, they exit the stage and re-enter
their normal life-cycle, picking up where they left off, as if little or no biological aging had occurred
during the time they spent in dauer [63].

More specific changes in nutrient supply also play an important role in aging and healing. Dietary
supplementation with branch chain amino acids at a level of 1.5 g/kg/day, corresponding to about 1% of
daily calorie intake in mice, has been shown to extend lifespan by about 10% [64]. This effect required
normal production of nitric oxide (NO) by endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) [64]. The selective
addition of a stoichiometric mix of essential amino acids (EAAs) including branch chain amino acids,
also has anti-cancer effects by promoting growth inhibition and apoptosis in transformed but not in
normal cells [65]. EAAs also promoted wound healing by moderating inflammation in the early stages,
and maintaining TGFβ needed for tissue remodeling in the later stages of healing [66]. This later effect
is in what would be called CDR3 in the model presented here (Figure 1). Interestingly, TGF β (DAF-7)
signaling also plays a key role in recovery from dauer and the re-establishment of normal development
in C. elegans [67].
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7. Progressively Dysfunctional Cellular Mosaics

The number of nucleated cells in a 70-kg adult male is about 5 × 1012. Non-nucleated red blood
cells are 5-times more abundant (2.5 × 1013), but make up just 6.5% of the total mass of an adult [68].
The total number of human cells in an adult is 3.0 × 1013. There are also 3.8 × 1013 bacterial cells in
a typical adult body [68]. Cells die every day and must be replaced. It is estimated that an adult turns
over about 1 × 1010 (10 billion; about 10 grams of) cells/day by apoptosis [69]. This is equivalent to
about 1 in 500 nucleated cells/day removed by apoptosis. The distribution of cell turnover is highly
heterogeneous. Most spontaneous, or physiologic cell death with replacement occurs in short-lived
cells such as those in bone marrow, intestines, skin, and hair follicles whose function is tolerant to
spatial changes in tissue architecture produced by continuous cell growth and use-dependent removal
or exit of cells from the compartment of origin. These rapidly dividing and structurally malleable
tissues can turn over several times per year, with nearly 100% of the cells in these compartments
turning over in a few days to weeks or months. Other tissues turn over more slowly. Adipose tissue is
replaced at a rate of 10% of the cells per year [70], turning over completely in about 10 years. Skeletal
muscle turns over at a rate of 6.6% per year [71]. Muscle fiber loss accelerates after age 60, leading to
sarcopenia [72]. The kidneys weigh about 150 grams each, shed about 1.7 × 106 epithelial cells/day into
the urine [73], and replace this loss and other losses by cell division and remodeling from recruited stem
cells [74]. The adult liver weighs about 1400 grams and consists of about 2.4 × 1011 cells and replaces
about 1.8% per year as a young adult, but fewer as liver size decreases with age [75]. Heart cells are
replaced at a rate of 1% per year at age 25, falling to 0.45% per year at age 75 [76], and pancreatic islet
β-cells are long-lived and not replaced after age 30 years [77].

Exposure to physical injury, toxins, or infection adds pathological cell death to the basal level of
physiologic cell death described above. When a cell dies physiologically by apoptosis, the inflammatory
reactions associated with CDR1 are avoided. Instead, the tissue skips to CDR2 and CDR3 to replace
the lost cell and restore normal metabolism and tissue-specific gene expression patterns (Figure 1).
The number of cells that die pathologically during a typical viral or bacterial infection will be dependent
on the type of microbial pathogen and the severity of the infection, but the exact cell numbers lost
in the course of a typical infection are not known. An average child has 5–6 recognized viral or
bacterial infections each year for the first 5 years of life, then 2–3 per year throughout adult life [78].
Pathological cell death caused by infection, toxins, or injury will trigger inflammation and entry into
the healing cycle by activating CDR1. As a thought experiment, one can imagine a systemic viral
infection that might kill 1 × 1010 cells (about 10 grams, or 2 teaspoons), a number equal to the basal
loss per day by apoptosis. Somatic DNA mutation rates are about 2.7 × 10−5 per typical 10,000 bp,
protein-coding locus per cell division [79]. In this example, one turn of the healing cycle would result
in 270,000 cells (1010 cells replaced × 2.7 × 10−5 mutations/gene/division = 270,000 cells) sustaining
a mutation that marks that cell as different from neighboring cells in the tissue. Mitotic recombination
errors and chromosomal microaneuploidy [80], mobilization of retroelements [81] and endogenous
retroviruses [82] in recruited stem cells, and reactivation and suppression cycles of latent DNA virus
infections [83] will contribute to genetic variation produced by repetitive activation of the CDR over
a lifetime. In addition to DNA mutations, there will also be an even larger number of induced and
stochastic changes in transcription, post-transcriptional, and metabolic features that lead to changes in
cell development.

With each turn of the healing cycle, cells such as neutrophils move out of capillaries and
into tissues, releasing ROS via activated NADPH oxidases such as NOX2. Over time, this cyclic
process creates tides of reactive oxygen, metabolic, innate immune, and inflammatory defenses
that rise with injury and fall during wellness, ebbing and flowing with each turn of the healing
cycle. Sialic acid binding immunoglobulin-type lectins (SIGLECs) include the CD33-related molecules
expressed on neutrophils, natural killer (NK), macrophages, and T-cells that modulate ROS production,
innate immune cell, and adaptive T-cell activity upon binding to sia-SAMPs (sialoglycan self-associated
molecular patterns) [84]. Across species, the number of CD33r-SIGLEC genes is associated with
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healthy aging in the “wellderly”, and decreased numbers accelerate age-related symptoms in mouse
models [85]. Many cancers emerge from hypersialated cellular fields that have the effect of dampening
the immune response by engaging inhibitory SIGLECs such as Siglec-9 [86]. The ceaseless tides or
waves of innate immune cell migration into and out of tissue compartments continues throughout life
with each turn of the healing cycle (Figures 1 and 2), and contributes to the progressively dysfunctional
mosaics illustrated in Figure 2.

In the brain, a compensatory system of glial–lymphatic (glymphatic) tidal flows occurs by regulated
changes in cell volume that are controlled by circadian changes in metabolism [87]. This daily cycle of
glympahtic flow helps to remove aggregates of tau and beta amyloid that would otherwise accumulate
as the byproducts of CDR activation both from normal learning and from microglial and synaptosomal
innate immune activation that increase progressively with aging. Interestingly, a number of molecules
that regulate mTOR and other metabolic aspects of the CDR, have recently been found to slow the
aging process and extend longevity, while simultaneously protecting against age-related markers of
Alzheimer dementia in animal models [88]. These “geroneuroprotecting” drugs were plant-based
natural products similar to curcumin and polyphenols such as fisetin. The healing cycle-promoting
properties of these drugs prevented the accumulation of tau and beta amyloid markers of Alzheimer
dementia even though the drugs were not directed at the protein markers specifically [88].

The importance of innate immune activation and healing in aging is underscored by a recent
discovery in Werner syndrome. Werner syndrome is a recessively inherited adult progeria syndrome
caused by mutations in the Werner helicase (WRN). In addition to genomic instability caused by WRN
mutations, the protein was recently found to play a key role in innate immunity as a transcriptional
coactivator of the NFkB-dependent expression of the chemokine IL8 [89]. Werner mutations inhibit
NFkB- and IL8-dependent ROS production. ROS production is not only an essential component of
an effective CDR1 (Figure 1), but is important for NRF2 induction of long-term anti-oxidant and
detoxification defenses [90]. In addition, the WRN protein is important for HIF1 stabilization [91]
needed for tissue regeneration [26] during CDR2 (Figure 1).

With each turn of the healing cycle, the induced combination of transcriptional and metabolic
changes and the DNA damage response will result in some injured and newly replaced cells being
unable to complete the normal stages of the cycle. Perhaps 0.1–1 million cells of the 1010 cells that
must be replaced after pathological cell death may be left behind, stuck or delayed in one of the three
stages, CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3. An even larger number of cells whose function was transiently
changed by injury, but were not killed, will contribute to the cells that are left behind in stages of the
healing cycle. This process is illustrated as progressively dysfunctional mosaics on the right of the
spiral in Figure 2. The ecogenetic interaction of inherited genotype of a given individual with the
particular environmental insult (nutritional stress, pathogen, toxin, or physical injury) will determine
how many cells are delayed or lost in the three different stages of the CDR. Examples of aging cellular
mosaics are illustrated at age 20, 40, 60, and 90 years (Figure 2). Delayed and arrested cells that
are incompletely differentiated create physical and metabolic separation—buffer zones—that act like
control rods in a nuclear reactor that absorb signals and inhibit communication between previously
adjoining, synergistic, and metabolically interdependent cells. Loss of cellular connectivity through
functional gap junctions decreases the physiologic reserve capacity and increases vulnerability to
stress-related cell death [92].

The propagation of calcium waves from cell to cell in a tissue via the inositol trisphosphate
(IP3)-gated release of intracellular calcium stores is a common example of the cooperative response to
neuroendocrine signaling, and is highly dependent on fully differentiated mitochondrial function [93].
CD38 increases with age [94] and is used by the cell to synthesize cyclic adenosine diphosphate
ribose (cADPR) from NAD+ and nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAADP) from
NADP+ as IP3-responsive calcium signaling declines [95]. cADPR and NAADP are intracellular
ligands that stimulate IP3-independent release of calcium from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and
lysosomes, respectively [29]. NAD+ and NADP+ are depleted by CD38 in the course of aging [94].
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Cellular depletion of NAD+ and NADH leads to a decrease in mitonuclear communication [96], and to
progressive declines in mitochondrial electron transport that contribute to aging [97]. Supplementation
with the NAD+ precursor, nicotinamide riboside (NR), in animal models improves cell differentiation,
restores laminin scaffolding and a more normal cellular mosaic in tissues, attenuates senescent cell
formation, and increases longevity by about 10% [98]. In a recent study of the effect of transplanted
senescent cells, the authors found that ≥ 1 senescent cell among 10,000 total cells in the body (0.01%),
or ≥ 1 in 350 normal cells in a specific tissue (≥0.28%) was enough to produce a dysfunctional cellular
mosaic and measurable functional defects such as decreased grip strength and exercise capacity [99].

8. De-Emergence as a Cause of Dysfunction

Complex living systems are comprised of at least seven discrete subsystems: (1) molecules;
monomers, metabolites, and other building blocks, (2) polymers requiring energy for synthesis,
such as proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids, and lipids made of amino acid, monosaccharide,
nucleotide, acetyl and isoprene monomers, respectively, (3) polymers that assemble spontaneously such
as charged and neutral lipids and hydrophobic proteins that form membranes, lipid droplets, and other
lowered free energy structures in aqueous matrices, (4) organelles, (5) cells, (6) tissues, (7) organs.
Many of the phenotypes associated with normal development, health, disease, and aging are emergent
properties that depend on the function, arrangement, and interaction of the subsystems, but are
qualitatively, quantitatively, and chronologically distinct from any single subsystem. For example,
long-term memory is an emergent property that requires new protein synthesis that alters several
aspects of all the subsystems that make up the brain, but knowledge of any one of the subsystems
is insufficient to explain long-term memory. Other emergent properties of health include the ability
to walk, talk, think, eat, excrete, mount an immune response, reproduce, detect and respond to
a toxin or injury, and to heal. Aging degrades each of these abilities. If health is thought of as
a collection of emergent phenotypes, then illness and aging can be thought of the gradual fading
away, or de-emergence of the emergent properties that results from the degradation of metabolic and
cellular order and the interactions of the subsystems that define health and resilience to environmental
change. The images of progressively dysfunctional cellular mosaics shown in Figure 2 illustrate just
one level—the cellular level—of the problem. Dysfunctional mosaics occur in every one of the seven
subsystems, and mis-repairs accumulate at each level with each turn of the healing cycle.

9. The Hallmarks of Aging Emerge as a Result of Incomplete Healing

The molecular, cellular [2,3,48] and gene expression hallmarks [39] of aging can be organized
according to their usage during the healing cycle and the stages of the multisystem CDR [10,11,29]
(Figure 3). These hallmarks have been identified in studies of aging that have led naturally to
an improved molecular understanding of mitochondrial stress [13,17,100], the integrated cell stress
response (ICSR) [12,101,102], and the CDR [10,11,29,103]. Each trait associated with these hallmarks
arises naturally from the activation of a molecular feature needed in the healing cycle, followed by
the failure to extinguish this normal function or gene expression state of the CDR once it is no longer
needed. Persistence of an aging hallmark after a turn of the healing cycle (Figure 2) can also occur in
five other ways: (1) when a cell sustains too much genetic damage and becomes senescent, (2) when
a cell that has been removed is not replaced and leads to tissue atrophy, (3) when a cell is replaced
but fails to re-specialize according to the differentiated needs of the tissue, (4) when a mis-repair such
as fibrosis or scarring [104] cannot be removed by remodeling, and (5) when genetic and metabolic
changes bypass senescence and lead to cancer (Figure 1). The legacy of each of these events is to add to
the dysfunctional mosaic illustrated in Figure 2.

Brain, muscle, nerve, and endocrine tissues are particularly susceptible to the incomplete
replacement of lost cells once they have died and have been removed because of their limited
regeneration capacity and the high degree of spatial organization required for optimal organ
function. The function of these tissues is highly dependent on the spatial organization and metabolic
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complementarity of the cellular mosaic. This complementarity can only be achieved through cell
specialization and chemical cooperativity between neighboring cells, which in turn, depends on the
relative position and architecture of layers and columns of cells that must remain fixed over long
periods of time. The cost of removing a cell from a chain of connected cells in the cerebral cortex or
any other part of the brain has a high price that cannot easily be repaid by recruiting stem cells from
another location. However, the cost of converting a cell to the hypersecretory phenotype of a senescent
cell [105] is even higher, since just one senescent cell in 350 normal cells is enough to decrease the
function of a tissue [99]. The smaller collective volume of cells that occurs in most tissues with age is
illustrated in Figure 2. The decreasing volume of tissues in the columns labeled “Merge” and “CDR3”
represents the effect of cell loss (atrophy) that occurs with incomplete progress through the healing
cycle (Figures 1 and 2). In the example illustrated in Figure 2, more cells have accumulated in CDR2
(illustrated in green) by the ages of 60 and 90 years. Accumulation of cells in CDR2 will increase the
risk of diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, and cancer because cells arrested or delayed in CDR2
maintain their proliferative capacity [11] (Figure 1). Proliferative capacity is maintained in part because
cells in CDR2 contain more multipotential M0 mitochondria adapted for Warburg metabolism (Table 1).
Inherited mutations in the RECQL4 helicase, which interacts with p53 and POLG in mitochondria,
increase aerobic glycolysis associated with CDR2, lead to an increased risk of cancer, and to a form of
progeria known as Rothmund–Thomson syndrome [106–108].

10. Conclusions

A new model is presented that reframes aging as the result of repeated cycles of incomplete
healing. In this model, cycles of incomplete healing stack over time, leading to cellular mosaics
that become progressively dysfunctional with age (Figure 2). Cells that accumulate in one of
the three stages of the cell danger response (CDR) lead to specific risks of age-related disease.
The accumulation of cells in CDR1 leads to chronic inflammatory and pain syndromes, and to
susceptibility to chronic viral, bacterial, and fungal infections that require adaptive T-cell immunity
for eradication [11]. The accumulation of cells in CDR2 leads to diabetes, heart disease, congestive
heart failure, peripheral vascular disease, fibrotic disorders, and cancer risk. The accumulation of
cells in CDR3 leads to autoimmune disorders, immune suppression or deficiency, neuropathic pain
syndromes, behavioral and mental health disorders, or neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative
disease [11]. It is currently unknown what drugs, devices, or procedures can unblock arrested cells in
the mosaic and permit the completion of the healing cycle. However, specific nutritional interventions
such as nicotinamide riboside or essential amino acids have been found to facilitate healing [66],
longevity [98] or both [64,66] in animal models. A prediction of the incomplete healing model is that
differentiation checkpoints exist at each stage of the CDR (Figure 1) and that the molecular signals
that are used naturally by cells to facilitate completion of healing may provide fresh clues for both
preventing and treating age-related symptoms and disease. One procedure that is well-known to
improve physical and psychological well-being, decrease mortality, and decrease the risk of age-related
disease, is exercise [109,110]. The effects of exercise are multifaceted, but the increase in autophagy
and remodeling of the mitochondrial network, leading to adaptive improvements in quality control
and increased reserve capacity, may play key roles [111]. The search for geroneuroprotectants [88]
and chemical exercise mimetics [112] has already begun. However, a deeper understanding of the
role of natural metabolites as signaling molecules—metabokines [11]—and molecules regulated by
exercise—exerkines and exosomes [113–115]—that regulate the completion of the healing cycle holds
promise for preventing, slowing, and perhaps reversing [47] some of the effects of aging. Interventions
that exploit purinergic [20] and sphingolipid [116] signaling pathways may be particularly powerful
since over half of all mitochondrial proteins are regulated by ATP, NAD+, and related nucleotides
(Table S1), and many of the molecular hallmarks of aging trace to or regulate the interplay between
purines, mitochondria, sphingolipids [117,118], and the nucleus [119].
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